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YOU FIRST:
Partnering with Time Warner Cable Business Class (TWCBC) means
having a true technology expert on your side. One who can help you
achieve better patient outcomes—because we understand the top
priorities of healthcare providers.
“Our local account executive understands our need for high-speed
Internet and the importance of making house calls.”
ELLING OMENSON
Restorative Health Care, Corpus Christi, TX
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Security

Reliability

You first:

You first:

New, stricter regulations for patient data privacy require technology
upgrades that will ensure your information is safely stored and
transmitted in the face of increased security risks.

Your technology infrastructure should be robust and reliable so that you
can focus on delivering quality patient care.

Technology follows:

Technology follows:
While other providers may offer Internet-based services, Time Warner
Cable Business Class delivers applications and connectivity products
from our private healthcare cloud. Keeping all of your data on our
network further preserves the security and privacy of your data.

The Time Warner Cable Business Class infrastructure is built on a
reliable Hybrid Fiber Coax network. And because we own our whole
network, you have only one number to call. Our dedicated, live service
support personnel are available 24/7.

Value

Scale

You first:

You first:

We understand that managing escalating costs is a priority.
Managing your technology should not become an additional burden.

Whether you are a small practice with multiple locations or a growing
hospital system, you need to know that the perfect solution for your
current needs can evolve with you.

Technology follows:
Because of the size and scale of Time Warner Cable Business Class,
we can offer innovative solutions and support at the most competitive
prices — whatever your business situation. We will always work with
you to make sure you continue to get the best value for your money as
your needs evolve.

Technology follows:
We have an extensive portfolio of products and services, supporting all
sizes of practices and organizations. We also partner with world-class
providers, when needed, to bring you innovative solutions that support
multiple platforms and growing numbers of users.
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THE TECHNOLOGY FOLLOWS:
By putting your needs first, Time Warner Cable Business Class is able to directly
address what matters most to your operation. We base all of our technology
solutions on your needs. This way, you can improve communication across your
network for better patient outcomes.

Connectivity Services:
A range of connectivity solutions designed to help our healthcare clients communicate
and transact in a secure and compliant environment.
Metro Ethernet

Dedicated Internet Access

TWCBC Metro Ethernet delivers mission-critical connections between
your many locations. Because it leverages our wholly owned network,
you get a trusted and dedicated fiber connection. Metro Ethernet can be
scaled to any size business, and will support your needs as you grow.
Our superior fiber-rich networks and regional rings are cost-efficient
because they reduce the need for routers, switches and hardware.
There are no local loop charges. No additional costs.

TWCBC Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) is our fiber-based Internet access
service that provides a dedicated link between your local area network
and the Internet. This gives larger practices and hospitals a secure method
for sharing files across sites. Because we offer a wide range of highbandwidth options, you will be able to find the bandwidth speed that
meets your needs. And our service-level agreements ensure optimum
performance and availability for your mission-critical operations.

Managed IP VPN

High Speed Internet Access

TWCBC Managed IP VPN is a managed virtual private network service
that allows healthcare providers to securely connect to each other
over an encrypted connection that is always working, because the
service is managed and monitored 24/7. The service portal enables
customers to check service status, request service changes and open
trouble tickets. It can also help you meet HIPAA/HITECH security and
privacy requirements.

TWCBC High Speed Internet Access is our commercial-grade broadband
Internet access solution. The service is delivered over our advanced
Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) network to ensure a secure, efficient and
always‑on connectivity to the Internet. Our technology allows for speeds
up to 50 Mbps with multiple bandwidth options to choose from. This
will help you meet increased bandwidth needs as you move to a digital
healthcare environment. You can also customize your plan with valueadded services such as e-mail, integrated firewall, static IP addresses,
domain name registry, etc.
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Telehealth Services:
Innovative services that bring doctors and patients together— wherever they are —
to achieve better delivery of care and improved outcomes.
Cisco® WebEx Web Conferencing
With TWCBC, doctors and other healthcare providers can quickly and
easily collaborate with each other and with their home-based patients
to effectively deliver treatment and advice, regardless of location.
TWCBC hosts Cisco WebEx audio and video conferencing on our
network for higher performance and a better end-user experience.
This solution also boasts the WebEx Meeting Center, which enables
the sharing of documents, applications and videos.

Cable TV Services
From lobbies to lounges to rooms, TWCBC can tailor video and music
programming to make your healthcare environment a more comfortable
experience for patients. Our cable TV service offers a variety of options,
including real-time access to news, business, sports, family and
entertainment channels, as well as training and patient education
through Video On Demand (VOD). All programming is delivered across our
unique cable plant infrastructure for a clear digital or high-definition (HD)
picture that ensures a reliable and high-quality viewing experience.
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Our broad range of robust and reliable phone services
and bundles are designed to deliver value.
Business Class Phone

Primary Rate Interface Voice Services

Our multiline service combines the option to keep your existing equipment
and telephone numbers with the freedom to configure each line separately.
That way, you can choose the necessary features that meet your unique
needs. You can also customize and change your user settings and features
in real time with our exclusive online tool, Voice Manager. Business Class
Phone includes unlimited local, intrastate and nationwide calling within
the United States and Canada.

Delivered over our Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) network, Business Class PRI
(Primary Rate Interface) is an IP-enabled voice trunk service that provides
a flexible and affordable voice solution. This PRI product supports both
standard and fractional configurations and can be delivered via Fiber or
HSD to address your needs, whether you are a growing groupDoctors
practice
or a large healthcare network.
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Time Warner Cable Business Class helped Texas Radiology
Associates maximize their remote diagnostic capabilities and
further reduce wait times:
“Radiologists want to quickly receive studies and interpret them, so
they can quickly send their findings back to the emergency rooms and
imaging centers,” said Alex Celan, founder and president of Med IT
Associates, which provides IT support for TRA and other Texas-based
radiology groups and medical imaging centers. “Obviously, the shorter
the wait, the better for everyone.”
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